A mine bolter is a fast, safe and economical support equipment, in which the manipulator is the key component for its parallel operation. In this study, the kinematics of mine bolter manipulator is selected as the research object. Aiming at the problem of the dynamic system response estimation of positive solution matrix with uncertain parameters, an interval estimation analysis method based on Chebyshev polynomial is proposed. The response envelope interval of the forward kinematics solution matrix of the manipulator with uncertain parameters is investigated using three types of surrogate models: scanning method, tensor product and collocation method. The feasibility and efficiency of the proposed algorithm are proved by a prototype test. The study of response interval with uncertain parameters has become a new method for predicting the spatial trajectory tracking and location of the manipulator to ensure that its prediction error is minimal.
Introduction
To meet the needs of coal enterprises for bolt support speed, operation safety, people reduction and increased efficiency, research and development of a mine bolter were conducted to track the international advanced level of support equipment. Developing the equipment can reduce the labour intensity of operators, improve the working environment and greatly increase the support efficiency and safety factor.
A mine bolter can realize the automatic support of roof and sidewall in rows. Two manipulators are used to achieve the spatial positioning of the automatic drilling frame. In this research, the right manipulator of a mine bolter was selected as the research object. On the basis of screw theory, the mathematical model of the space position and attitude of the manipulator was established, and its forward solution expression was solved. To predict and evaluate the errors of the manipulator during motion at the design stage, the reasons affecting the high precision positioning of the manipulator end were analysed. The main reasons included the manufacturing errors of mechanical parts and components, the assembly and installation errors of the entire machine, the deformation of the manipulator caused by temperature and force effects, transmission mechanism errors and control system errors (e.g. interpolation, servo-system and detection element errors). On the basis of the error sources, numerous references propose the methods of error analysis and reduction. Li 1 used differential method [2] [3] [4] [5] to derive the differential motion formula of the object coordinate system. They applied matrix and perturbation methods to establish the static pose error model of robots, but no error compensation model was proposed. P Guo 6 utilized the differential method to study the variation of pose errors. On the basis of the characteristics of the input parameters of robots, the angle of the moving joint was set as the compensation link, and the error compensation model was established. The positioning accuracy was relatively improved. However, the shortcoming of large calculations was not overcome. In addition, the calculation process was cumbersome and complex, thereby reducing calculation efficiency and accuracy. To improve computational efficiency, L Wang et al. 7 applied the extreme learning machine algorithm to the mathematical model of the research object. They used the spatial network sampling method to analyse the variation law of errors. Thus, the error compensation model and variation law were obtained. J Mei et al. 8 adopted the loop increment method to model the error of the research object. The method improved the identification efficiency of the error model and the rapidity of location. These proposed methods aim to analyse and suggest solutions to the motion errors of mechanisms. However, errors of most research objects are not limited to the motion of mechanisms. Errors caused by the original machining assembly and variable load on the space trajectory tracking and positioning of the manipulator should also be considered. Y Zhao et al. 9 considered the influence coefficient and virtual displacement principle of parallel robots. A new general method of static error modelling and analysis was used to investigate the independent influence of various original machining and assembly error sources on the position and posture of the end of parallel robots. X Hou et al. 10 applied simulation and experiment methods to simulate the study object in ADAMS environment. They analysed the dynamic errors caused by variable load, improved the positioning accuracy of robots and designed and developed an error compensation interface for human-computer interaction. S Wan et al. 11 examined the formation errors from the perspective of information theory, which provides a new idea for formation errors that may occur in multi-robot systems. The abovementioned references have contributed to the analysis of robot motion errors, but they were all aimed at a certain error source and thus had great limitations. The research object is also focused on the model of determining parameters for calculation and analysis. A large gap exists between the system response obtained by the traditional deterministic model and the test results. The working environment of the mine bolter is poor, and the positioning accuracy must be high. In addition, the errors caused by manufacturing, assembly and the physical parameters affected by environmental factors can produce several uncertain factors. Uncertain parameters can affect the spatial trajectory tracking and final positioning of the end of the mine bolter manipulators. Small uncertain parameters greatly affect the response of non-linear motion systems. [12] [13] [14] Therefore, analysing the kinematic errors of manipulators with uncertain parameters in this study is necessary. On the basis of the kinematics mathematical model of the manipulator, this research comprehensively considers error sources, including mechanism movement, production and assembly and variable load. Thus, the high precision and fast positioning of manipulators are obtained. An interval algorithm is proposed to analyse the kinematics of the mine bolter manipulator with uncertain parameters and estimate errors.
Interval algorithm has also become an important tool in the field of uncertainty analysis. [15] [16] [17] [18] Interval method is a vital supplement to the probability method because it only requires the upper and lower bound information of uncertain parameters. The method requires neither probability distribution information nor the fuzzy membership function of uncertain parameters. Common interval algorithms include sampling 19 and fast modelling methods. Fast modelling method is also called proxy model method, which includes polynomial proxy model, mobile least squares proxy model, radial basis function proxy model, Gauss process (or kriging) proxy model, neural network and support vector regression. In interval algorithm research, numerous proxy models [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] have been proposed to construct interval algorithms. Agent model, also known as approximation model, is an important tool in approximation modelling. As an approximate replacement model of complex systems, agent model can reduce the excessive occupation of resources, simplify the complex process and effectively promote the implementation of rapid calculation, design optimization and real-time display in various engineering fields. In the implementation process of interval algorithms, an appropriate agent model can assist the implementation of interval analysis and improve the generality and robustness of interval algorithms. To minimize random errors, the sample points should cover the entire design area. 20 The construction of proxy models depends on Taylor, Fourier and Chebyshev sequences. The Taylor series and perturbation theory are developed by Z Qiu et al. 25, 26 for small-scale uncertainties only. By contrast, the interval method based on Fourier sequence 27 and the polynomial of trigonometric function is a general non-embedded method, but its sample demand increases with the uncertain variable dimension and approximate order. The Chebyshev polynomial has a good orthogonal property, and the power function term in the expansion formula can easily calculate the variable fractional differential. The Chebyshev polynomial has the basis of function approximation and the condition of forming operator matrix. 28 When using a polynomial to approximate an unknown function, the Chebyshev polynomial has good convergence because it is the eigensolution of the Sturm-Liouville problem and can be used to expand any function in finite interval. 29 In addition, the Chebyshev polynomial has high approximation accuracy in approximation theory. A Chebyshev interval expansion function based on Chebyshev series expansion is proposed in this study. The Chebyshev expansion function can more effectively compress the wrapping effect of interval algorithm than the traditional Taylor expansion function, especially when calculating the variation interval of nonmonotone functions. The Chebyshev interval expansion function only needs to calculate the output of the original function at the interpolation point. This requirement is easier to achieve than that of calculating the derivative of the original function when the Taylor interval expansion function is established. On the basis of Chebyshev expansion function theory, our study performs the uncertainty error analysis of the kinematics of mine bolter manipulators by combining scanning method (SAS), collocation method (CCM) and tensor product (CTP) proxy models. Response envelope interval and calculation time under different proxy models are also compared. The response study with uncertain interval parameters is used as a new method for predicting the end trajectory interval of the manipulator. This method ensures that the error of the predicted kinematics response is minimal and improves the accuracy of the end positioning of the manipulator. Finally, a good uncertainty interval algorithm can provide theoretical support for the kinematic error analysis of the two manipulators of the mine bolter, including its multi-manipulators, in the future. The highprecision operation of the mine bolter manipulator also expands the breadth and depth of applying the interval algorithm theoretical model.
Mathematical modelling of manipulator kinematics
On the basis of screw theory, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] the kinematics analysis and modelling of the mine bolter manipulator are investigated in this research. The specific method is used to establish the calculation formula of forward kinematics in accordance with the D-H coordinates and parameters of the right manipulator.
Screw theory
The rigid body transformation can be expressed by Euclidean group SO(3). 35 If the rigid body inertial coordinate system is S and the tool coordinate system is T, then the set of the rigid body posture transformation on S can be expressed as follows
In formula (1), SO 3 ð Þ is 3D rotating group; R 2 SO 3 ð Þ represents the attitude matrix of the T system relative to the S system; p 2 R 3 denotes the position and attitude vector of the T system relative to the S system; R 3 refers to a group of 3D column vectors as unit elements.
If a rigid body rotates at a uniform speed around axis v at angle u and assumes
, then the transformation of the rigid body from the initial to final state can be described by the following matrix exponents
2 SO is the antisymmetric matrix of v; v 2 R 3 denotes the unit vector on the rotation axis; u indicates the angle of rotation (°); e v u refers to the matrix index corresponding to v u. Unit matrix I is defined as 3 3 3. The matrix index can be calculated using Rodrigues' formula
Chasles proved that rigid body attitude transformation g can be obtained by the complex motion of a rigid body rotating around v and u and translating v along the v axis
whereĵ =v n 0 0
represents the spinors of motion and infinitesimal quantities of the spiral motion of rigid bodies; n = Àv 3 q is the unit vector in the direction of the rigid body movement; q 2 R 3 indicates the coordinate of any point on the rotation axis; se 3 ð Þ refers to a Lie algebra of SE 3 ð Þ; eĵ u denotes the matrix index corresponding toĵu.
On the basis of formulas (3) and (4), we can obtain the following
Let g ST u ð Þ and g ST 0 ð Þ be the initial and post-rotation positions of reference system T relative to reference system S, respectively. Thus, the rotation of a rigid body in space can be expressed as follows
For a given robot, let its degree of freedom be n, its joint variable be u = u 1 , u 2 , Á Á Á , u n ½ T , the end pose be g ST u ð Þ 2 SE 3 ð Þ and the initial pose be g ST 0 ð Þ. For each joint i, a corresponding motion screw j i exists. For the rotating pair, v i 2 R 3 is the unit vector on the axis of the motion screw. For the moving pair, n i 2 R 3 denotes the unit vector corresponding to the moving direction. q i 2 R 3 indicates the point arbitrarily selected on the joint axis. For the rotating and moving joints, the rotational coordinates of j i are expressed as
, respectively. The kinematics of each joint is combined; thus, the exponential product equation of the robots' forward kinematics can be expressed as follows
Kinematic model based on screw theory
The right manipulator of the mine bolter is the research object. The positive expression of the space position and posture of the manipulator are derived. Figure 1 shows the structure diagram of the right manipulator of the mine bolter, and Figure 2 presents its coordinate system definition. The manipulator has six degrees of freedom, including rotating u 1 around the z 1 axis, rotating u 2 around the z 2 axis, stretching d 3 along the z 3 axis, rotating u 4 around the z 4 axis, rotating u 5 around z 5 the axis and rotating u 6 around the z 6 axis. Figure 1 exhibits the origin of each coordinate system. The positions of O O and O 1 are the base surface, corresponding to coordinate systems S 0 and S 1 , respectively. O 2 represents the outer sleeve revolving pin centre, corresponding to coordinate system S 2 . O 3 and O 4 denote the turning centres of the levelling seat, corresponding to coordinate systems S 3 and S 4 , respectively. O 5 is located on the surface of the levelling seat and corresponds to coordinate system S 5 . O 6 is located on the mass centre of the rotary cylinder, corresponding to coordinate system S 6 . O 7 is located on the mass centre of the drill rig clamp, corresponding to coordinate system S 7 . Among them, 
Among them, the manipulator has six degrees of freedom, including the following: u 1 : Degree of freedom 1, rotate around Z 1 axis; u 2 : Degree of freedom 2, rotate around Z 2 axis; d 3 : Degree of freedom 3, Telescoping along Z 3 axis; u 4 : Degree of freedom 4, rotate around Z 4 axis; u 5 : Degree of freedom 5, rotate around Z 5 axis; u 6 : Degree of freedom 6, rotate around Z 6 axis; T 0 1 : The transformation from coordinate system S 1 to coordinate system S 0 ; T 1 2 : The transformation from coordinate system S 2 to coordinate system S 1 ; T 
Chebyshev interval function algorithms
The current focus of interval method research is how to control the expansion of the result response interval caused by the wrapping effect (i.e. overestimation phenomenon). In interval algorithm research, numerous proxy models [20] [21] [22] [23] 36 have been proposed to construct interval algorithms. The previous Taylor expansion function method involves the first-and second-order differentials of independent variables with respect to uncertain parameters. However, the derivation process is complex. For the problems of large uncertain ranges or strong non-linear systems, JL Wu et al. 37 proposed the Chebyshev expansion function.
The continuous function f x ð Þ in interval a, b ½ can be approximated as a polynomial in accordance with the expected accuracy. Therefore, JL Wu et al. 37 used the truncated Chebyshev polynomial to approximate the original function and then replace it within the allowable range of accuracy. The n-th Chebyshev polynomial is defined in
where f i is the constant coefficient of the Chebyshev polynomial, which is related to the interpolation point. The basic concepts, models and general solutions of interval analysis are mature. In this study, the inputoutput proxy models of CCM, 38-40 SAS 41 and CTP 42 are constructed on the basis of the characteristics of Chebyshev polynomials. The response envelope interval of the forward kinematics solution matrix of the manipulator with uncertain parameters is analysed using three agent models. Finally, an interval algorithm with high efficiency and accuracy is obtained. H Peng et al. 43 suggested the necessity of establishing a proxy model and the advantages of Chebyshev series. After defining that accuracy depends on the elected approximate model, three methods are obtained by selecting the series as the proxy model. The construction process of the proxy model is independent of the design of the interval algorithm. The proxy model is used to construct the functional relationship between output and input variables. Although the construction process of different agent models is different, the final form is composed of relatively fixed basis functions and correlation coefficients containing input variables. By using p x ð Þ to represent the constructed proxy model, the Chebyshev sequence is approximated as follows
In the model, b is the statistical number of zeroorder Chebyshev polynomials i r = 0 ð Þ, and r denotes the component index of input x = x 1 , . . . , x r , . . . , x n f g and intermediate variable a = a 1 , . . . , a r , . . . , a n f g . If x r and x r are used to represent the upper and lower boundaries of input component x r , respectively, then component a r of the intermediate variable can be calculated using the following formula
Coefficient f i 1 , . . . i r , . . . i n is calculated using Chebyshev's orthogonality and the Mehler integral. The formula is as follows
For convenience, s equally represents the component index of input variables. The integral point (also the zero of the Chebyshev polynomial) is as follows
q s takes values from 1 to e d, which is the approximate calculation order of the Chebyshev sequence of order d, which is often greater than or equal to d + 1. x q x can be calculated using the following formula
The provided proxy model shows that the display expression can be expressed in the form of coefficients and input variables (or input variable correlation basis functions). When the agent model is constructed, the interval boundaries of input x are determined, and the corresponding interval expansion can be obtained using formula y I = ½f(j I ). For example, the interval expansion function of an interval algorithm using response surface proxy model is as follows
By using the Chebyshev sequence approximation to implement the interval algorithm, the interval expansion is as follows
Or
On the basis of the expansion functions in formulas (16) and (18), the intervals of output variables can be obtained through the interval operations defined in the four-rule operation of intervals.
Algorithm flow
Initializing algorithm parameters. The interval bound- Figure 3 shows the flow chart of the algorithm. The process of solving kinematics response is similar to a 'black box' model. Only by transforming uncertain parameters into interpolation point data of the Chebyshev expansion function can the corresponding time-varying response data be obtained. The Chebyshev expansion function is constructed by using the Chebyshev polynomial coefficients obtained from the process, and the dynamic response interval is acquired. Among them, h is the iteration step, t 0 represents the initial time, t end indicates the termination time and K denotes the iteration number. I 1 and I 2 refer to the discrete expressions of generalized velocities and coordinates. 33 Uncertainty analysis of interval parameters of manipulator system Figure 1 illustrates that the dynamic matrix nonlinearity of the right manipulator of a mine bolter is high. The attitude of the manipulator supporting the roof vertically upwards is selected as the analysis condition, that is, the coordinate value of the end positioning is R11 (3400, 22143,2894). Table 1 presents the corresponding joint angles and rod lengths. The positive solution expression of the manipulator matrix is shown in formula (1).
In the matrix, u 1 , u 2 , u 4 , u 5 , u 6 represent the angles of the bar, and d 3 indicates the length of the telescopic arm. u 1 , u 2 , d 3 , u 4 , u 5 , u 6 are assumed as the uncertain input parameters in the positive solution of the manipulator matrix. This method is different from the parameters mentioned in Cheng and Sandu, 14 which proved the rapidity of the previously mentioned method. Table  2 shows the range and median of uncertain parameters. The input and output codes and the three proxy model algorithms are detailed in the Appendix 1.
The calculation time of the matrix is 10 s, and the discrete time step of the response output of the dynamic system is 1000. In the CTP and CCM methods, the order of calculation is 3, and the truncation order is 2. The interval of each uncertain parameter is uniformly selected at 16 time points. The order h m of the largest Chebyshev polynomial in CCM, CTP and SAS methods is set to 4. For the forward solution of the manipulator matrix, the original calculation method and the mentioned three interval methods are used to calculate the solution. The central processor (CPU) time consumption of the four methods is also compared. Table  3 shows the comparison results. Table 3 confirms that in the statistics of computing resource consumption, CCM needs the least CPU time, whereas CTP needs the highest CPU time. In addition, SAS and CCM have more advantages in CPU time consumption than CTP. In comparison with the original calculation method, the CPU time consumption of SAS is reduced by 76.32% (Figure 4 ) and that of CTP by 17.50% ( Figure 5 ). CCM can maintain the same level, but the CPU time of CCM is short. This finding highlights the advantages of CCM in less conservative estimation and high computational efficiency. Tables 4 and 5 further show the comparison of numerical results at certain time points. The approximation accuracy of the proxy model based on polynomial only depends on the sampling points but is independent of the regression basis function vector. The zero of the Chebyshev polynomial is used as a sampling point to construct a high-order polynomial regression model. SAS, CCM and CTP can locally obtain a good conservative estimation. By comparison, CCM has the least computation time, and its estimated value is close to the theoretical values. On the contrary, CTP can only obtain good estimation from local values, and its CPU takes the longest time. The following are the main reasons: (1) The sampling points of CTP are interpolation points formed by the CTP of 1D polynomial zeros, whereas those of CCM are selected from these interpolation points. (2) CTP uses the highest polynomial as the regression model, whereas the least polynomial is utilized to construct the regression model. The reason is that CTP converges fast enough only when the number of its sampling points is large and when that of CCM sampling points is small.
Test verification
Experimental research on uncertainties can investigate the kinematics characteristics of the manipulator system. Therefore, conducting such research can solve practical engineering problems. Figure 6 shows that experiments are performed on the newly developed manipulator to achieve the same trajectory tracking and end-point positioning. Such experiments verify the validity and efficiency of the interval method investigated in this research. Three interval algorithms are used individually to test the kinematics of the mine bolter manipulator with uncertain parameters. The difference between the positive solution of the manipulator matrix and the upper and lower bounds estimated by three interval algorithms is obtained, as shown in Tables 6 and 7 .
Sixteen array time points are used to highlight the difference among the three interval methods and theoretical values. The minimum error is also obtained. Tables 6 and 7 show that the results of the compact package validate the accuracy and validity of the proposed algorithm. In most time discrete points, SAS and CCM have the smallest conservative estimations, and CTP method can obtain good local estimations.
Conclusion
On the basis of the Chebyshev expansion function algorithm, the response envelope interval of the forward kinematics solution matrix of the manipulator with uncertain parameters is investigated by establishing three proxy models: SAS, CTP and CCM. Through the research and comparison of three interval algorithms, this method can effectively reduce the error of the predicted value of kinematic response. The response interval of the kinematic system of the manipulator can also be quickly and steadily obtained. The study concludes with the following points. 3. By comparing the results and theoretical values of the upper and lower boundaries of the three interval proxy models, our results reveal that the CCM and SAS are close to the theoretical values and can produce the least conservative approximations in error estimation. The CCM proxy model consumes the least CPU time, and the calculated value is close to the theoretical values. Therefore, the CCM proxy model is the most ideal among the three proxy models. 4. Finally, experiments indicate that the interval algorithm is effective and feasible. However, the experimental research involves numerous uncertain and uncontrollable factors. Thus, realizing the characteristic analysis of the system kinematics with uncertain parameters is difficult. Given this problem, follow-up work must further investigate and discuss uncertain problems to obtain further experimental results.
The study of the interval boundaries of kinematic system responses with uncertain parameters has become a new method for predicting the trajectory intervals and terminal positioning errors of manipulators. This approach has provided a theoretical support for the analysis of the kinematic errors of the two manipulators of mine bolter, including its multi-manipulators, in the future. The high-precision operation of manipulators has also expanded the breadth and depth of applying the interval algorithm theoretical model.
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